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Australia
PUBLISHER: Australian Associated Press
PUBLICATIONS INCLUDED: Premium Financial Wire
AAP's premium finance news team makes sense of the day's trading and announcements with an
offering of analysis and features. What it means for investors in plain English. Profiles, personal finance
content and additional data complement this news offering. A truly Australian focus sets the AAP
Premium Financial News Wire aside from its financial market competitors.
Germany
PUBLISHER: Axel Springer AG
PUBLICATION INCLUDED: AS Celebrities
AS Celebrities is a provider of short biographical profiles and abstracts of international and German
celebrities.
France
PUBLISHER: La Dépêche du Midi
PUBLICATION INCLUDED: La Dépêche du Midi
La Depeche du Midi is a French regional daily newspaper distributed in the Midi-Pyrénées (Ariège,
Aveyron, Haute-Garonne, Gers, Lot, Hautes-Pyrénées, Tarn, Tarn-et-Garonne), as well as neighbouring
Lot-et-Garonne (Aquitaine) and Aude (Languedoc-Roussillon). With 17 different daily editions it delivers
national and regional news, information on politics, sports and economy.
UK
PUBLISHERS: Trinity Mirror, Plc.
PUBLICATIONS INCLUDED:
accringtonobserver.co.uk
dailyrecord.co.uk
gethampshire.co.uk
getreading.co.uk
getsurrey.co.uk
irishmirror.ie
macclesfield-express.co.uk
manchestereveningnews.co.uk
rossendalefreepress.co.uk
thejournal.co.uk
mirror.co.uk

These new additions enhance our coverage from England, Scotland and Ireland and ensures customers
have access to all articles from these publications, whether they appear online or in print.
Russia

Publication

Description

Banki.ru

Banki.ru is the largest Bank Internet portal. The source gives
current, complete and objective information about the
Russian banks, their financial condition, products and
services. With the help of the reference section "Banks" and
editorial articles in the section "theme of the day, the
readers can have an idea about the business sector, financial
condition and the level of customer orientation of a
particular Bank.

Bankir.ru

Bankir.Ru is a resource about banks and Russian financial
market, intended for bankers, specialists, financial analysts,
researchers, customers and everyone interested in banking..
The resource is a leading supplier of economic and financial
information. For the moment Bankir.Ru is one on the most
visited business portals in Russia.
The main direction in the work of Bankir.Ru is active
participation in development of banking business in Russia,
improving the quality and widening the range of financial
services for the customers of Russian banks.

Informacionnoe Agentstvo Bashinform

Information Agency "Bashinform" gives daily coverage of
political, economic, social and cultural life of the Republic of
Bashkortostan (Russian Federation).The website is the most
cited and reliable source of information in the region.

Baykal Inform

Baykalinform web-portal publishes daily news and analytical
articles about business, social and cultural life in the Baikal
region.

Computer World Rossia

Computerworld Russia is a leading international weekly
magazine, which is devoted to information technologies. Its
special feature is the practical orientation, which in addition
to analysis and review of the technological innovations of
the it industry, considers the methods of solving problems of
selection, development of information systems,
maintenance, decision of personnel and organizational
issues in the it subdivisions, their integration into the
business structure of organizations and enterprises.

Direktor Informacionnoi Sluzhby

The CIO magazine is published under the license of
International Data Group, Inc. ""Director of information
services"" (CIO.ru) is a monthly business publication. It
addresses the heads of IT departments, and business leaders
who actively participate in the decision making process of
the implementation of IT. The magazine provides practical
information for CIO, CEO, top managers of information
services of enterprises and project managers.

Informacionnoe Agentstvo Fergana.ru

Ferghana.Ru news agency is one of the most popular
resources dealing with the life of Central Asian countries of
the former USSR. With correspondents in every major city of
the region, Ferghana.ru news agency offers its clients the
latest information. The main articles cover news from
Ferghana, Uzbekistan, and Central Asia; - political, economic,
cultural, and military information from Central Asian
countries; relations between Russia and CIS countries;
terrorism, armed conflicts; ethnography and anthropology;
art and literature; religion; high life and value of individual.

Informacionnoe Agentstvo TeleInform

Teleinform regional information agency publishes daily news
about politics, economy, social life, culture, sport and
accidents in the Irkutsk region of the Russian Federation.

Irkutskaya Torgovaya Gazeta

Irkutsk commercial newspaper is a business publication
about business and the economy in the Irkutsk and Baikal
region.

Ivanovskaya Gazeta

Regional general and political news-Ivanovo region.

Mir PC

PC World Magazine – is a computer magazine for
professionals and company’s decision makers. The
information provided by the magazine helps managers in
choosing the hardware, network and software that best fits
their needs. The magazine publishes analytical articles,
reviews on the latest products and results of comparative
tests.

LAN/Zhurnal setevyh reshenii

LAN/Network solutions magazine covers the whole range of
issues related to corporate networks and their pairing with
public networks, computing and telecommunication
infrastructure of the enterprise, including the database
center infrastructure and the systems of uninterrupted
power supply.
The main audience of the magazine are the leading
specialists in the design, installation, operation and
modernization of the information systems of the enterprise,
including integrated networks, managers and employees of
it departments and divisions automation of the enterprises

Mariiskaya Pravda

The website "Mariyskaya Pravda posts the most current
news, reports and photo of the region of Mari El. Besides, on
the site you can read the answers of the experts from the
Ministries and the Agencies, on practically any issue. The
portal offers exclusive journalists’ materials and news from
different spheres-politics, economics, sports and general
news.

Metallosnabzhenie I Sbyt - Chernaya Metallurgiya

Metal Supply & Sales Magazine is a popular Russian
publication covering the whole spectrum of events of the
metallurgical industry.
The publication is a magazine about the structure and
mechanisms of the metallurgical business, it reports on the
most advanced practical experiences of leading companies,
their advantages, prospects of development of the metal
and steel markets, as well as economical situation in Russia
and abroad.

Metallosnabzhenie I sbyt - Chernaya Metallurgiya
Zarubezhom

Metal Supply & Sales Magazine is a popular Russian
publication covering the whole spectrum of events of the
metallurgical industry.
The publication is a magazine about the structure and
mechanisms of the metallurgical business, it reports on the
most advanced practical experiences of leading companies,
their advantages, prospects of development of the metal
and steel markets, as well as economical situation in Russia
and abroad.

Metallosnabzhenie I Sbyt - Metallotorgovlia I SMC
v Rosssii

Metal Supply & Sales Magazine is a popular Russian
publication covering the whole spectrum of events of the
metallurgical industry.
The publication is a magazine about the structure and
mechanisms of the metallurgical business, it reports on the
most advanced practical experiences of leading companies,
their advantages, prospects of development of the metal
and steel markets, as well as economical situation in Russia
and abroad.

Metallosnabzhenie I Sbyt - Smezhnye Otrasli I
Potrebiteli

Metal Supply & Sales Magazine is a popular Russian
publication covering the whole spectrum of events of the
metallurgical industry.
The publication is a magazine about the structure and
mechanisms of the metallurgical business, it reports on the
most advanced practical experiences of leading companies,
their advantages, prospects of development of the metal
and steel markets, as well as economical situation in Russia
and abroad.

Metallosnabzhenie I Sbyt - Cvetnaya Metallurgiya

Metal Supply & Sales Magazine is a popular Russian
publication covering the whole spectrum of events of the
metallurgical industry.
The publication is a magazine about the structure and
mechanisms of the metallurgical business, it reports on the
most advanced practical experiences of leading companies,
their advantages, prospects of development of the metal
and steel markets, as well as economical situation in Russia
and abroad

Metallosnabzhenie I Sbyt - Cvetnaya Metallurgiya
Zarubezhom

Metal Supply & Sales Magazine is a popular Russian
publication covering the whole spectrum of events of the
metallurgical industry.
The publication is a magazine about the structure and
mechanisms of the metallurgical business, it reports on the
most advanced practical experiences of leading companies,
their advantages, prospects of development of the metal
and steel markets, as well as economical situation in Russia
and abroad

Moi goda

Moi goda is a special web-portal for Russian senior citizens
(age 55+). The publication issues news about health, pension
provision, the lifestyle of the elderly generation as well as
the mail general news of the Russian Federation and its
regions.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo Buryatya

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Buryatia region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo - Chita

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo)is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Chita region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo Federation

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time
and cover political, economic and financial subjects from
the entire territory of the Russian Federation

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo Hakassia

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo)is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Yakutsk region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo Krasnoyarsk

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time
and cover political, economic and financial subjects from
the Krasnoyarsk region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo –
Murmansk

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Murmansk region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo Novosibirsk

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Novosibirsk region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo - Tomsk

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Tomsk region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo - Tver

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Tver region

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo - Yakutsk

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Yakutsk region.

Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe Agentstvo Zheleznogorsk

Independent news agency (Nezavisimoe Informacionnoe
Agentstvo) is one of the oldest and authoritative news
agencies in the Siberian region and in the Russian
information space. The materials of the Agency are
constantly being used as sources of information in different
publications. The news of NIA are presented in real-time and
cover political, economic and financial subjects from the
Yakutsk region.

Novyi Vtornik

Federal and regional general political and social news.

Informacionno - Analiticheskoe
Agentstvo Oblastnye Vesti

The regional public-political portal Oblvesti.ru publishes the
daily news of Volgograd and the area, political comments of
experts, events of the cultural and social life of the region.
Our journalists and reporters keep daily track of all
developments in the country and in the region. Crime,
medicine, information for the consumer, games and
entertainment - all this is presented on the portal.

Otkrytye Sistemy

Open systems magazine is a leading Russian magazine guide for professionals in the field of information
technologies. The publication covers information on issues
that the architects of it systems and technical managers
need to know today, and what to be ready for tomorrow.
The main audience of the magazine are project managers
and it departments; technical officer (CTO); system
administrators, engineers, it consultants; analysts; teachers;
students.

PUBLISH/DESIGN. TYPESETTING. PRINT

PUBLISH/DESIGN. TYPESETTING. PRINT magazine is devoted
to modern printing and publishing technologies. Themes of
the articles: prepress, digital and traditional offset printing,
paper and consumables for polygraphy, graphic design and
layout. The journal publishes regularly review materials on
equipment for printing and prepress. The experts of the
magazine conduct an independent testing of printing
equipment. Especially popular among the readers are the
test strips showcasing the latest printing devices (laser
printers to offset presses) and characteristics of printed
materials.

Regionalnoe Informacionnoe-Analiticheskoe
Agentstvo Ural-Press-Inform

Regional information and analytical independent agency
"Ural-press-inform" works on information market since 1995
and is among the five leaders among the media of the Urals
Federal district of Russia. It collects and disseminates online
news from different spheres of life and activity of the
Chelyabinsk region and the Ural region: economy, politics,
culture, society, sport, environment, tourism.

RIA Sakhalin-Kurily

“RIA SAKHALIN-KURILS" is the first and the only state
regional information Agency in the Sakhalin region. The
agency releases frequently updated news and other
information materials of different genres, which are
published on the portal skr.su. The agency is the official
source of information of the regional authorities and major
business structures of the region

Rossiiskaya Federaciya Segodnya

"Russian Federation today" magazine is the leading publicpolitical edition of Russia (the founders are: the Federation
Council and the State Duma of the Federal Assembly of the
Russian Federation). The magazine covers the activities of
the highest executive and legislative authorities, regional
and local authorities. The magazine reveals information
about the current situation, problems and prospects of
development of various branches of the country’s economy.

Tatar-Inform

Information agency "Tatar-inform" is a leading news Agency
of the Tatarstan Republic. For 20 years the agency earned
the reputation of a major media of Tatarstan and the Volga
region. Daily, 24 hours a day, "Tatar-inform" produces up to
250 informational messages. IA "Tatar-inform" creates a
unique information product, reflecting political, economic,
social, cultural and sport events in real time.

UralInformBuro

Information Agency Uralinformburo is one of the leading
Internet media of the Ural Federal district of Russia. The
agency informs about the events of political and economic
life of the Sverdlovsk, Chelyabinsk, Tyumen, Kurgan regions,
Khanty-Mansi and Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous districts, as
well as in the Perm region. Uralinformburo publishes daily
news online, as well as analytical and reference materials,
photo reportages, online reports.

UzReport.uz (English)

UzReport Internet portal accumulates daily news from
various spheres of political, economic and cultural life of
Uzbekistan, particularly information on banks, stock
exchanges and insurance, analytics on industries, commodity
production and services; legislative-normative documents
regulating the development of entrepreneurship, attraction
of foreign investments, etc..

UzReport.uz (Russian)

UzReport Internet portal accumulates daily news from
various spheres of political, economic and cultural life of
Uzbekistan, particularly information on banks, stock
exchanges and insurance, analytics on industries, commodity
production and services; legislative-normative documents
regulating the development of entrepreneurship, attraction
of foreign investments, etc.

Windows IT Pro

Windows IT Pro/RE provides readers with detailed
information on the practical use of the Microsoft
technologies. The magazine is Published under license of
Penton Media, Inc. Each issue of the journal begins with
articles devoted to one of the most promising current
technology, with a major impact on the it industry and the
interested community of professionals .The main audience
are system administrators, database administrators,
programmers, developers, technical managers, security
experts, users working with Windows and Microsoft office
products

Zolotoe Koltzo

Zolotoe koltzo – is a public-political edition of the Yaroslav
region. The publication covers political and economy news
as well as culture news, sports, religion, official documents,
readers’ comments and comments of the authors of the
materials.

The addition of these new titles expands our coverage in the Russian Federation. A mix of Federal,
regional and industry news, these 44 titles in Russian Language provide a robust and strategic offering of
fully indexed content.
TAKEDOWNS

1. Athena Information Solution Pvt. Ltd no longer has access to the data of Textile Review. As a
result this title has been taken down.
Alternate titles available on LexisNexis include:




Bharat Textile
Perfect Sourcing
Apparel Online

2. HT Media Limited ceased publishing Postnoon (India). As a result this title will be removed from
LexisNexis.
Alternate titles available on LexisNexis include:




Hindustan Times
Afternoon Voice (India)
Early Times (India)

3. Computer Reseller News India published by HT Media Ltd. has been incorporated into
Information Week India. On September 11, 2014 this file will be removed from LexisNexis. The
archive data will be available in the publication Information Week India.
4. Internext did not renew their contract with LexisNexis. As a result RMC.fr will be removed from
LexisNexis.
Alternate titles available on LexisNexis include:



Sport24.com
Le Figaro Newsflash - Sports

